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w y b e  k u i t e r t

j a pa n e s e  r o b e s ,  s h a r awa d G i ,  a n d  t h e 

l a n d s c a p e  d i s c o u r s e  o f  s i r  w i l l i a m  t e m p l e  

a n d  c o n s ta n t i j n  h u y g e n s

dutch state secretary, diplomat and poet Constantijn huygens (1596–1687) saw his 
garden hofwijck as the embodiment of a comprehensive philosophy. it departed from 
Vitruvius as a classic, geometric foundation that framed the irregularities he observed 
in human life as well as in free natural growth. in his poem on the garden he illustrated 
these ideas by pointing to the irregularity of design within the symmetrically cut 
Japanese robe. English statesman and essayist sir william Temple (1628–99), of the 
generation of huygens’s son, Christiaan, was a regular visitor to hofwijck and elevated 
the appreciation of irregularity in the garden to a personal judgement, a taste for which 
he introduced an aesthetic term ‘sharawadgi’, again of Japanese origin. This paper 
introduces their discourse in relation to the dutch fashion for the Japanese robe, and 
demonstrates how observations of nature and incoming arts from the Far East played a 
role in the seventeenth-century departure from the fixed frames of renaissance classicism 
towards a more enlightened understanding, including the birth of a picturesque taste in 
landscape art.

at the origin of a voluminous discourse on nature and landscape in eighteenth-century 
england stands an essay by sir william temple (1628–99) in which he defined a taste 
for irregularity in landscape design under the ‘chinese’ concept of sharawadgi.1 the 
true nature of this idea can only be understood from its context, which was the practice 
of landscape design as an applied art with a complex discourse in wider europe, 
including a growing understanding of the far east. sharawadgi, in fact a japanese 
term, was associated with constantijn huygens (1596–1687) and his contemporaries.2 
huygens was in search of harmony between the strict geometry of classic architectural 
rules and the inherent irregularity of nature. as an aesthetic problem of design for 
his garden hofwijck, the topic is extensively treated in his poem hofwijck. at the 
end of his life, about forty years later, he became a good friend, and major source of 
garden inspiration, for temple, who took up a similar aesthetic question. both men 
found theoretic inspiration for their design dilemma in the far east. whereas huygens 
grasped it with reference to japanese kimono design, temple proposed his sharawadgi 
to tackle a more advanced idea on taste in landscape design. his experiences in holland 
formed a major context for his ideas.

huygens, westerbaen and irregularity: the japanese robe

in northern europe, men of letters, widely learned and erudite, maintained their 
networks by writing letters and exchanging books and other gifts, in return inquisitive 
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and eager to get the most recent news on developments in the world of learning. it 
was within this discourse that temple’s thought arose; it can be reconstructed as a 
reaction to an extensive practice and set of thoughts on landscape, nature and art in 
the netherlands. here a peculiar intellectual community moved quickly on from a late 
northern renaissance culture into an early form of enlightenment spurred in part by the 
awareness of great civilizations in the far east. in many spheres of society existing firm 
beliefs and ideas based on classical books were exchanged for more flexible views on the 
world derived from observation. central to this changing world view stood the young 
self-conscious nation of the netherlands that was in the making spiritually and literally. 
new landscapes were reclaimed from the sea; space was appropriated by surveying and 
parcelling the land with novel mathematics. evidently, garden art too found new ways to 
represent mindscape in the form of landscape where the most central position was taken 
by hofwijck, the garden of constantijn huygens.3 intelligence from japan helped him to 
define irregularity, leaving the straight roads of accepted classical rules.

the groundwork for huygens’s garden was completed between 1640 and 1642; 
improvements and renewed planting were frequent in later years (figure 1). the landscape 
and ideas behind it are easily accessed through illustrations and the hofwijck poem that 
huygens published in 1653.4 the poem alternates between the cultivation of stubborn 
soil, seeding, and grafting and spiritual qualities such as nature, creation and aesthetics. 
at first sight the architectural design of the garden seems simply to be relying on classical 
ideas as proposed by Vitruvius and revived from the renaissance. before defining the 
outlines of the garden, huygens looked at himself, the most perfect creation of god, and 
decided that the design for his house and garden should be in symmetry:

figure 1. hofwijck (dated 1653), by constantijn huygens and an unknown engraver; proof 
print with huygens’s handwritten captions. courtesy: huygens museum hofwijck, the hague
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the one who mocks proportion, despises first of all himself
the most beautiful that god created. before i dared to delve
i took the lesson of the wise as guidance to my action:
i looked at myself. more than this one shouldn’t do. 
two windows for the face, two for smell, two ears,
two shoulders in the cross, two hips where they should be,
one thigh on each side, one knee, one leg, one foot:
is that, i said, god’s work, than all is fully perfect.5

god’s work places each particle and every member in an equal and perfect position to 
its opposite. shoulders are precisely placed on the cross, as in Vitruvius’ Corpus homini.6 
the garden’s basic plan, designed by architect jacob van campen (1596–1657) and 
draftsman pieter post (1608–68), was a layout of planting blocks, rigorously geometric 
though not fully symmetric; it is framed by paths and ditches that were simply dug in 
the soft and resilient soil of the site. calculated with Vitruvian precision, proportions 
of width and length followed human proportions: the house and the pond aligned with 
the head, a public road running through the property aligned with the navel; the garden 
beyond the road had the length of the legs (figure 2).7 surveying a large area and cutting 
it up into parcels by intersecting roads and canals laid out with these classical proportions 
had already proved successful for such enterprises as the reclaiming of lake beemster.8

the road bisecting the site was an ancient road along firm, old, sandy formations 
where these abutted on the narrow river plain now in use as pasture. this road divided 
the garden and gave the two parts a different soil. the main part with the house in the 
south-east had a clay soil, whereas the part beyond the road in the north-west had a 

figure 2. huygens’s plan of hofwijck (left; detail of figure 1) compared to the Vitruvian man, 
Corpus homini (right; from m. Vitrvvivs, Vitrvvivs per iocvndvm … (Venice, 1511), bk iii, 22)
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sandy soil. it dictated the major conceptual decision to separate the garden into a wild 
and a tamed section and must be valued as one of the first attempts in the low countries 
towards soil–landscape planning. the tamed section was assigned to the fertile clay: it 
was a cultivated garden that bore fruit. the dry sandy soils beyond the road were set 
aside for ‘fruitless’ trees enclosed in mighty windbreaks of black alder. it was conceived 
as a wild garden. huygens’s bird’s eye view shows the whole sequence of this natural 
topography as a basis for his efforts to improve it by mathematics (figure 3). the lower 
end shows a horse-pulled barge on the river de Vliet; on the horizon can be seen the 
church towers of the hague and the undulating landscape of the dunes, where his garden 
friend jacob westerbaen had his estate.9

the spiritual qualities of the garden as suggested in huygens’s poem are more varied 
and complex than this division into two. at that time the netherlands, nature was read 
as the ‘book of books’ and huygens kept to that pattern.10 ideas of paradise, the biblical 
garden of eden, were reflected in fruit trees that were planted in abundance. huygens 
spoke of ‘kitchen-wilderness’ or just ‘wilderness’ when it came to certain sections of 
the garden.11 for him this was not an untamed jungle, but rather it was seen as a more 
practical kind of informal utility: plants to enjoy as food stand in opposition to the 
formal geometry of reason. huygens was a keen and open-minded naturalist observer of 

figure 3. bird’s-eye view of hofwijck (detail of figure 1)
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the growth of his trees, but also of his visitors who came with critique and comments. 
all these observations and garden pleasures were non-geometric and had their place in 
hofwijck: it was the rhythm and structure of the phrasing that frames it all in the poem, 
whereas it was the geometry of the architectural design that gave everything its place in 
the garden, but which was never strict or dogmatic.

elms were planted in straight lines at the top end of the garden along the straight edge 
of the de Vliet, in part also as a technical measure to reinforce the soft embankments. 
the river was a major transport route for travellers in the horse-pulled barges that were 
popular at that time. in huygens’s poem he imagined the curious looking at his estate as 
if it were a landscape painting: the elms served as the frame for the wilderness. framing 
the wilderness, or boxing in irregularity, was in fact one of the major themes of the 
garden. the wilderness behind the elms was formed by blocks on each side of the house 
planted with pine trees with wild roses underneath (figure 4, top).12 the roses were not 
pruned but left to wither and serve as compost for the pines, all vividly expressed in 
charming verses that see the decomposing roses as fertilizer and as memento mori for the 
damsels of the hague. 

the section of the garden on sandy soil at the far end, beyond the public road, 
had belts of alder on the western edge, the usual windbreak in holland at the time. 
within this frame, informal planting was set up in four central blocks with a central circle 
on which there was a small mound with a tower (figure 4, middle and bottom). this 
small watch tower was installed after the original wooden pinnacle fell down in a storm. 
two of the four blocks were again planted with pine, one with birch, the other with 
coppiced oak. this suggested the typical semi-natural, coppiced oak woods of the inner 
dune landscape.13 studied informal planting was a striking achievement in huygens’s 
garden and important as one of the earliest experiments as such in the netherlands.14 
much of the appreciation of hofwijck’s garden beauty relied on these sylvan parts, 
planted asymmetrically with trees as in an italian bosco, and signalling the birth of an 
appreciation for the picturesque, as is seen in drawings made by two of huygens’s sons, 
christiaan and constantijn jr (figures 5 and 6).

jacob westerbaen (1599–1670) was a fellow poet and garden friend of huygens. 
the two exchanged letters and poems on their gardens, some in latin, in which 
westerbaen was clearly huygens’s master. one year after the hofwijck poem appeared 
in print, westerbaen published his verses on his estate ockenburgh.15 he took an even 
more extreme position in his garden towards naturalness, stating that no architect was 
needed because the existing natural and irregular landscape was beauty in itself.16 only 
the vegetable garden and his walled orchard had some geometric design, for the rest 
geometry was not required as there was the pleasure and virtue of utility, which was 
about enjoying things like healthy, home-grown fruits.17 westerbaen chose the applied 
arts to laud the beauty of the peach and apricot flowers in espalier forms as embroidery 
on the walls; for his flowerbeds he took the imagery of the grand salon where furniture 
was laden with porcelain from the east indies decorated with flowery patterns:

between house and gate, square within its walls
where peach and apricot add fancy stitching to the inner walls
not with foreign decoration made of silken gossamer
but with enticing fruit that eve can not withstand.18

who speaks of bouquets, garlands, buttonholes 
that dress and decorate cupboards and consoles … 
of east-indian pottery with flowers manifold … 
what does that give compared to the beauty of my garden chamber,
where earth is flower pot and every tree bouquet?19
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figure 4. the wilderness with pines and roses, seen behind the house (top), and other informal planting 
mixed with conifers in the wild garden (middle and bottom) (details of figure 1)
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figure 5. drawing (c.1658) of the wilderness and hofwijck’s main play house by huygens’s son, 
christiaan. courtesy: leiden university library, ms hug 14, f.5r

westerbaen’s estate was a house set in the undulating micro-topography with its natural 
woods of the coastal dunes at loosduinen, close to the hague (figure 7).20 these woods 
were, most likely, coppiced oak woods.

westerbaen and huygens were men of the world and self-conscious about it; in a 
typical, congenial bragging fashion they distanced themselves from the narrow-minded 
court of the hague and were ahead of their critics by criticizing their own efforts; at the 
same time they elevated perception of their estates by references to the seven wonders of 
the world or the ancient greeks and romans. huygens, in the perception of his garden, 
looked to distant lands: on calm days he would enjoy the reflection of his house on the 
still surface of the water of his pond, boasting that he possessed two houses, while each 
tree or person would appear inverted in the water, as though in japan on the other side 
of the globe:

i see trees, foot on foot; and i see people with their feet
and without stumbling each and other meet;
i see, or think i see, the other side of the globe
as if, beyond banda in japan i stood.21

after his section on god’s universal laws on perfect symmetry huygens described 
how people in antipodean japan had such different ideas that they came to illustrate the 
opposite – informality:

and wherever i looked, i could not find another law
that can meet to this: away with all the slanting angles,
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and inequality, and unruly tilting,
as nobody enjoys having his nose, his throat,
his mouth, his chin, his belly, his whatsoever,
being placed far from the center line, leaning to one side.
and when i pondered whereto a thing like this resembles
i ended up with the unequal of the japanese robe
the incomprehensible of its staining so bewildered
that makes the dress a decoration, but makes me ill at ease;
and if i would happen to tread such paths,
me thinks it would be like a gamble, or whatever,
where this tree would stand, or where that path would end.
i would be discomfited, and where i came to turn,
there would my head be turning, just like the planter did
who carelessly had everything diverged from its correct position.22

the ultimate expression of asymmetry for huygens was seen in the outlandish 
design of the Japonsche rock, a japanese garment with its bewildering dye that decorated 
the textile without Vitruvian reason. if huygens walked along similar, asymmetrically 
designed garden paths, he would, he said, be thinking that these had been laid out by 
chance, as if dice had been rolled to position a tree or trail. at first sight it seems that 
he was denying asymmetry, but huygens never took such a simple black-and-white 
position. his point of departure was the typical flat meadows of inner holland, seen from 

figure 6. drawing (c.1660) of the wilderness and hofwijck’s main play house by constantijn jr; from 
constantijn huygens, hofwijck, historisch-kritische uitgave met commentaar (ton van strien en 

willemien b. de Vries), band 2, deel 3; repr. (amsterdam: Knaw press, 2008), p. 238
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the sea behind the undulating dunes of his friend westerbaen (figures 3 and 7). a few 
decades of experience with large-scale reclamations of lakes had shown the practicality 
of parcellation as an approach in landscape design for situations where the landscape 
was a blank canvas. with mathematical precision and aesthetic consciousness founded 
on renaissance ideas of proportion, squares and rectangles were drawn on a map to 
subdivide a piece of land for further use. as huygens had no demanding topography 
to accommodate – his land was flat and largely empty – this also appeared the right 
approach for him. but, continuing the allegory of textile and clothes, he could excuse 
an asymmetric mending of old clothes where a different piece was used to repair a hole:

tailors (planters) mending older works i can accept with mercy,
but i see no way to pardon cutters of new cloth.
my sheet was still a whole, and i would be an astigmatic fool,
if i would cut it up in pieces after a senile plan.23

in landscape situations that were not blank, asymmetry would provide a satisfying 
solution, as westerbaen demonstrated in the hills and valleys of his ockenburgh. in 
his manuscript, huygens layered Verlappers, ‘menders’ with Verplanters, ‘re-planters’: 
tailors mending old clothing and planters mending old landscapes.24 in huygens’s 
case the land for hofwijck was the typical flat pasture of western holland: devoid of 
trees, streams or hills. and although he enjoyed asymmetry in itself, he wrote that he 
could not allow a new and blank sheet to be spoiled by carelessly cutting a design with 
irregularity:

i did not find straight uncomfort laudable,
but would it be possible – the easy and the pleasant
mix together with the proper and efficient.

figure 7. jacob westerbaen’s estate ockenburgh was set in the natural landscape of the inner dunes, close 
to the hague; Ockenburgh, from jacob westerbaen, arctoa Tempe Ockenburgh (graven-hage: 

anthony tongerloo, 1654). author’s collection
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then utility would be coupled with reason ….
so that is that, now nothing further to be said about straight or slanted.25 

straight or square might not be very practical and therefore not particularly laudable. 
rather, huygens wanted to combine the pleasant and easy (his wilderness) with the proper 
and efficient (Vitruvius’ reason) in order to combine utility and reason. again, utility is 
about his wilderness: fruits and pleasant parties with friends. with the help of draftsman 
post and architect van campen, huygens prepared a design that formed the start of the 
works: nothing more was to be said about straight or slanted lines. design of the japanese 
kimono in those days was indeed perfectly symmetrical in the cutting of its sheets of cloth, 
but fully asymmetrical and irregular in the colourful designs placed within this strict 
geometry (figures 8 and 9). as an image, the original imports of japan fitted precisely 
what huygens was aiming at in his garden with its symmetric blocks of wilderness. in the 
years that he was developing his garden and its verses, he was in the proud possession of, 
and very pleased with, the japanese robe. its comforts feature in a letter to a young man 
who was about to marry; the letter ends as follows, recommending a married housewife:

that her warmth may flatter and rejoice you
that she responds to you supple and convenient
that she doesn’t weigh too heavy on your arms, in short
that she in all may serve you like a garment from japan
– which is one of the most agreeable personal things that i know and to which the free 
flow of a joyful hymn on marriage should be given. the comparison should be pleasant 
in various respects, not in the least because the entry is a little difficult and the way out 
is easy, with other remarks of importance that we rather leave to the discretion of the 
benevolent reader.26

asymmetry in japanese robes

the 1630s and 1640s were the early years of the dutch monopoly of european trade 
with japan, where textiles were a major commodity. important partners in business were 
plied with presents and firm relations were established with men in textiles from Kyoto.27 
extraordinarily precious and rare textiles were brought to japan as presents for the high 
elite in power in order to facilitate agreements on import and trade. in return the dutch 
often received sets of japanese robes.28 clearly, textiles were a major issue for the dutch 
merchants and their investors, the stock holders of the east india company. a large 
number of robes from japan came to amsterdam with the dutch ships, not only the 
ones presented but also as new, profitable merchandise. from the late 1640s these were 
no longer straightforwardly japanese, but fashioned after dutch requirements in a single 
colour.29 the japanese robe, referred to as Japonsche rock, became a much-desired fashion 
item used indoors and outdoors, and sought after by the mercantile, artistic and political 
elite of the netherlands (plates ii and iii).30 eager to get hold of the newest imports, men 
like huygens would visit the store houses of the east india company in amsterdam to 
get news of, see, or even acquire the latest novelties.31 fashionable men liked to have 
their portraits painted of themselves dressed in japanese robes and many dutch painters 
had a Japonsche rock for sitters in their studio. temple also took the opportunity to have 
himself depicted in the showy new vogue by a painter who had painted huygens’s son, 
christiaan, a few years before. both young men are shown against a background of a 
landscape garden: temple against a picturesque backdrop; christiaan in front of classical 
scenery (plates iV and V).32

huygens’s observations on irregularity in japanese robe design date from the 
1650s and are also seen in arnoldus montanus’s Gedenkwaerdige Gesantschappen der 
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figure 8. asymmetric motifs on symmetrical sheets of textile are typical of japanese kimono design 
throughout the seventeenth century, here seen in a kimono pattern book, Onhinagata (1667). 

courtesy: international research center for japanese studies, Kyoto

figure 9. asymmetric motifs in japanese kimono design; from arnoldus montanus, Gedenkwaerdige 
Gesantschappen der Oost-indische Maetschappy in ‘t Vereenigde Nederland, aen de Kaisaren 

van Japan (amsterdam: jacob meurs, 1669), p. 321. courtesy: international research center 
for japanese studies, Kyoto
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Oost-indische Maetschappy in ‘t Vereenigde Nederland, aen de Kaisaren van Japan 
(amsterdam, 1669), which gave an imaginative description of asymmetry in the design 
of the dress of a japanese prostitute (figure 9).33

huygens, temple and irregularity

another classical idea that pervaded huygens’s garden was the contradiction between the 
urban and the rural; the name hofwijck actually refers to the escape from the obligations 
at the court in the capital.34 huygens shared this impulsive desire to retreat with temple, 
who arrived in the hague as ambassador to england for a first term in december 1667.35 
temple visited hofwijck many times when in the hague and letters to temple from 
huygens, already in his seventies, bear witness to the thorough garden friendship of the 
two men.36 huygens’s hofwijck was always open to friends – even in the absence of its 
owner – and was often the stage for festivities and social parties. in his old age, in 1682, 
huygens – addressing temple kindly as ancien hofwijcquiste (good, old hofwijckist) 
– wrote that he had ordered those in charge of his affairs after his death to hand over 
the keys of hofwijck any time he wanted to visit the place.37 temple was an important 
statesman and embraced the idea of the garden as a retreat from the busy politics of 
everyday. but whereas huygens was in good-humoured hospitable retreat, temple was 
bitter. his clever and successful negotiations as a politician were abused by others and, 
suffering increasingly from gout, he had asked the king to be relieved of his duties. from 
1686 he was able to start a second life in retreat among his books surrounded by the 
gardens of an estate in surrey by the river wey that he named moor park (plate Vi). he 
took this name from an older moor park in hertfordshire. this first garden is described 
in detail in temple’s essay ‘upon the gardens of epicurus, or of gardening in the year 
1685’ and is depicted as a perfect example of a dutch classicist garden, a kind of mini het 
loo. temple emphasized that he had made his moor park in memory of this earlier moor 
park. this first garden had, according to temple, a forest behind the house that was ‘all 
of that sort, very wild, shady, and adorned with rough rock-work and fountains’, with 
a second wilderness in the lower garden, planted with fruit trees similar to huygens’s 
kitchen-wilderness.38 

temple started developing his retreat shortly after huygens’s death in the early 
spring of 1687, more than forty years after hofwijck was finished, but his moor park 
was clearly inspired by it in its straight canals, geometric layout, and utility and reason in 
combination; indeed, temple’s garden exemplifies the beginning of a taste for the dutch 
garden in england.39 after french and dutch fashions temple took pride in his orange 
trees, and in his essay he named the varieties of peaches, grapes, figs, pears and apples 
pruned in various forms, free standing or trained on walls. a contemporary watercolour 
drawing of moor park shows a natural forest behind the house forming part of the 
landscape of the estate; it seems deliberately planted with a variety of trees, including 
conifers (figure 10, left). in the foreground of this picture is a more italianate expression 
of wilderness as demonstrated by a cut in the hill with a cascading water staircase 
springing from a well in a nymphaeum-like cave (plate Vi). the wilderness in the lower 
garden featured purposeful serpentine lines for the design of paths and waterways (figure 
10, right).

part of the water was drawn from the natural stream in the valley. this closely 
followed the ideas of another dutch garden owner, willem bentinck, much admired by 
temple. bentinck was a loyal assistant to william iii, who became King of england after 
the glorious revolution in 1688.40 in holland, bentinck enjoyed a little natural brook 
at the back of his estate and wrote: ‘the most beautiful and rarest sight in holland is 
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to have a lively rivulet. one should let this run its own natural course … crooked as it 
may be, since straight lines are not always pleasant.’41 temple’s crooked garden stream, 
following bentinck, enhanced the beauty of the natural landscape in an even more studied 
fashion with contrived bends and curves that also typified the garden paths. appreciating 
the non-geometric, temple, too, struggled with the reconciliation of irregularity and 
prescribed Vitruvian geometrics in garden design. this is clear from a passage in ‘upon 
the gardens of epicurus’:

what i have said of the best forms of gardens, is meant only of such as are in some 
sort regular; for there may be other forms wholly irregular, that may, for ought i know, 
have more beauty than any of the others; but they must owe it to some extraordinary 
dispositions of nature in the seat, or some great race of fancy or judgment in the 
contrivance, which may reduce many disagreeing parts into some figure, which shall 
yet upon the whole, be very agreeable.

whereas huygens understood irregularity in older, regular landscapes, as opposed 
to his blank sheet, temple made up for it by ‘dispositions of nature in the seat’ or ‘fancy 
or judgment in the contrivance’. the ‘seat’ referred to the physical geography of the 
site, as the dunes in westerbaen’s ockenburgh or bentinck’s sorghvliet with its stream 
that by its own nature invited irregular design, whereas ‘fancy’ and ‘judgement’ in design 
(‘contrivance’) emphasized the point that temple wanted to make. he continued:

something of this i have seen in some places (that is, in holland, wk), but heard more of it 
from others, who have lived much among the Chineses; a people, whose way of thinking, 
seems to lie as wide of ours in Europe, as their country does. among us, the beauty 
of building and planting is placed chiefly, in some certain proportions, symmetries, or 
uniformities; our walks and our trees ranged so, as to answer one another, and at 
exact distances. the Chineses scorn this way of planting, and say a boy that can tell an 
hundred, may plant walks of trees in strait lines, and over against one other, and to 
what length and extent he pleases. but their greatest reach of imagination, is employed 
in contriving figures, where the beauty shall be great, and strik the eye, but without any 
order or disposition of parts, that shall be commonly or easily observ’d. and though we 
have hardly any notion of this sort of beauty, yet they have a particular word to express 
it; and where they find it hit their eye at first sight, they say the sharawadgi is fine or 
admirable, or any such expression of esteem. and whoever observes the work upon the 
best indian gowns, or the painting upon their best skreens or purcellans, will find their 
beauty is all of this kind (that is) without order.42 

temple’s sharawadgi was an extension of the discourse by dutch garden lovers; in 
a similar way he legitimized irregularity as a beauty without Vitruvian order by pointing 
to applied arts imported from the east indies. strikingly, he elevated lack of order to 
the level of a taste in beauty, whereas for huygens the discussion was not much more 
than a kind of explanatory apology for a design idea. for temple, liking or disliking the 
irregular was a faculty of discerning, it was a judgment, which brings it to the level of 
intellectual, literary discourse. to support his statements he introduced the chinese who 
had a word for it, sharawadgi, as if it were a greek philosophical concept. the crooked 
design of the wilderness in the lower garden of moor park demonstrates that its owner 
had mastered this taste for purposeful irregularity.

temple: perceptions

temple stated that his sharawadgi was chinese, though it stems from the japanese 
shara’aji. some background is needed to understand temple on this point. england, since 
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the renaissance, had witnessed an unusual enthusiasm for gardening, with many books on 
horticulture and pamphlets on gardening published during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. it was part of a general discourse on art and nature, in which nature meant 
god, and art automatically touched upon the question of whether it was possible to 
improve the works of god by human efforts towards art.43 in the netherlands, in the 
course of the seventeenth century the discourse on gardening became an intellectuals’ 
pastime at the level of writing poetry on the bucolic pleasures of the seasons, harvests of 
fragrant fruit, and lush and shady, tree-lined walks.44 in england it evolved into a genteel, 
at times political, field for proposing elevated statements, sometimes quite pompous or 
full of scathing understatement addressed at literary or other adversaries. when temple 
withdrew from the world of factional strife and intrigue, he had, as a matter of course, 
to produce some written statement legitimizing his retreat. a fine, erudite solution, fitting 
the frames of the times was the epicurean garden that formed the theme of ‘upon the 
gardens of epicurus’, where he justified his turn away from the polemic and argument of 

a b o v e a n d o p p o s i t e   figure 10. the two sections of wilderness in sir william temple’s garden at moor 
park in farnham, surrey; from a bird’s-eye view of the garden shown in a watercolour painting (c.1690) 
attributed to johannes Kip (details of plate Vi). courtesy: surrey county council, shc ref. pX/64/163
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politics, so contrary to tranquillity of the mind that is the only true happiness for man, 
as the epicureans had demonstrated.45 as a non-biblical, classical philosophy, epicurus 
backed up pleasures enjoyed in works of nature improved by art. temple referred to 
classicists such as horace and Varro as his teachers on the fruit garden, although all 
his fruits were imported from the continent. obviously, temple’s inspiration was the 
dutch gardens, and their italianate touch, but the irregularity of wilderness in huygens’s 
garden, westerbaen’s hillocks and valleys, or bentinck’s irregular, crooked rivulet were 
not taken up by him as examples.

in england, after war with the dutch, it was deemed safer to distance oneself from 
these drunken and profane merchants living on an ‘indigested vomit of the sea’.46 neither 
did temple want to associate his deviation from the classics of Vitruvius by referring to 
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something as light-hearted as a robe from japan. the image of japan was paradoxical: 
brutally cruel but very civilized, its women graceful and delicate, but with fabled 
immorality. following european admiration for china’s government systems, temple 
was impressed by chinese statesmanship and confucianism; these were the things he 
liked to associate with his understanding of sharawadgi.47 japan was for temple perhaps 
not much more than on the outskirts of china and part of that huge and respectable 
country. but most of all, and somewhat forcibly perhaps, he wanted to raise irregularity 
from the lowly level of a simple design idea, as did huygens: it should be taste. taste – 
in the social psychology of europe of those days – would raise the whole endeavour of 
studied irregular garden-making into something above the rest of his social and political 
environment. he must have realized that advocating irregularity was opportune, given the 
english landscape, which was not flat as a piece of cloth as in inner holland. irregularity 
had to be praised so that anyone could retreat to the countryside of england in its 
enhanced understanding as paradise on earth. his ‘boy that can tell an hundred’, and 
‘may plant walks of trees in straight lines’ referred to louis XiV, who, as a child, had 
never been taught to read and write, but in spite of his illiteracy was planting kilometres 
of trees in straight lines for his park at Versailles.48 of course, an englishman of taste 
could do better that that. therefore, he presented sharawadgi as ‘fine or admirable’ and 
stated that it was an ‘expression of esteem’ of a ‘notion of this sort of beauty’.49

now this was the real fertile ground in which irregular beauty in landscape design 
could grow into a taste for the picturesque, as is clear from a first public statement based 
on temple’s ideas. it came from joseph addison in 1712 in a critique on geometric 
clipping and other expressions of the gardenesque:

writers who have given us an account of china, tell us the inhabitants of that country 
laugh at the plantations of our europeans, which are laid out by the rule and line; 
because, they say, any one may place trees in equal rows and uniform figures. they 
chuse rather to shew a genius in works of this nature, and therefore always conceal the 
art by which they direct themselves. they have a word, it seems, in their language, by 
which they express the particular beauty of a plantation that thus strikes the imagination 
at first sight, without discovering what it is that has so agreeable an effect.

from addison on, irregularity in design and the picturesque, including the modest role 
of sharawadgi, became increasingly established as the foundation for one of the great 
garden styles of europe: the english landscape garden.50
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to what length and extent he pleases’ gives 
an overt clue, but was changed to lower case in 
later editions of temple’s text.

49 an even more open and outspoken 
critique on Versailles is found in the words 
of the german gardener georg meister, who 
visited japan in the 1680s. in the foreword 
of his book he wrote: ‘there can be no doubt 
that the present french tyrant wants to set 
an example for the world with his Versailles 
and wants to possess the most beautiful of all 
with his wonder-garden wrung from nature’ 
(Kein Zweiffel ist, daß der izige Französische 
Tyrann sein Versailles mit seinen auch der 
Natur abgenöthigten wunder-Gärten aller welt 
fürgehen und sie prächtigsten haben wollen); 
georg meister, der orientalisch-indianische 
Kunst- und Lust-Gärtner (dresden: johann 
riedel, 1692), foreword, unnumbered, p. 13; 
see also wybe Kuitert: ‘georg meister’, Japan 
review, 2 (1991), pp. 125–43; and ‘nagasaki 
gardens and georg meister (1653–1713)’, 
Genesis, 3 (1998), pp. 94–102.

50 joseph addison, ‘on the pleasures of the 
imagination’, The spectator (25 june 1712), 
no. 414, paper iV; mavis batey, ‘the pleasures 
of the imagination: joseph addison’s influence 
on early landscape gardens’, Garden history, 
33/2 (2005), pp. 189–209.

the introduction to colin amery, Upon the 
Gardens of Epicurus; or Of Gardening in 
the Year 1685 (london: pallas, 2004), points 
to the borrowing by temple of montaigne’s 
heraclitus. westerbaen, arctoa, took epicurus 
as an illustration of a life of satisfaction with 
the fruits and vegetables of one’s garden; 
ibid., p. 96. see also eric miller, ‘epicurean 
gardens in william temple and john wilmot’, 
dalhousie review, 86/3 (2006), pp. 229–344.

46 ‘this indigested vomit of the sea/ fell 
to the dutch by just propriety’, from andrew 
marvell, ‘the character of holland’ (1653), 
in mary marvell (ed.), andrew Marvell, 
Miscellaneous Poems (facsimile of the 1681 
edn; menston: scolar, 1969). his poem came 
at a time of increasing tension leading up to 
the first anglo-dutch war of 1653; other wars 
followed.

47 jesuit missionaries’ reports on the moral 
virtue and organization of government and 
society of the chinese are seen reflected in 
william temple, ‘of heroick Virtue’, in works 
of sir william Temple, pp. 198–211. this essay 
was published in the same set as his ‘Upon the 
Gardens of Epicurus’ and touches upon gardens 
in china, however without any mention of 
irregularity or sharawadgi. on perceptions of 
china and japan in europe, see irmi schweiger, 
‘china’, and ian littlewood, ‘japan’, both in 
dyserinck and leerssen, imagology, pp. 126–
31 and 200–2, respectively.



Plate II. Amsterdam high society in Japonsche rock: portrait of Jan Commelin (last 
quarter of the seventeenth century), by Gerard (I) Hoet (1648-1733).  

Courtesy: Amsterdam Museum, Inv. No. SA 41466 in depot AM. 



Plate III. Amsterdam high society in Japonsche rock: portrait of Cornelis Munter 
(dated 1679), by Nicolaes Maes (1634-93). Courtesy: Amsterdam Museum, Inv. No. 

SA 946 in depot



Plate IV. Portrait of Sir William Temple (dated 1675), by Caspar Netscher. Temple is 
dressed in a Japanese robe. Courtesy: National Portrait Gallery, London, NPG 3812



Plate V. Portrait of Christiaan Huygens (c.1671), by Caspar Netscher. Christiaan 
(1629–95), who was a year older than Sir William Temple, was painted by Netscher 

in the same robe as that worn by Temple some years later (shown in Plate IV). 
Courtesy: Haags Historisch Museum, The Hague, Object No. 1926-0012-SCH
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